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Purpose: To assess the relationships between training load, sleep duration, and 3 daily well-being, recovery,
and fatigue measures in youth athletes. Methods: Fifty-two youth athletes completed 3 maximal countermovement jumps (CMJs), a daily well-being questionnaire (DWB), the perceived recovery status scale (PRS),
and provided details on their previous day’s training loads (training) and self-reported sleep duration (sleep) on
4 weekdays over a 7-week period. Partial correlations, linear mixed models, and magnitude-based inferences
were used to assess the relationships between the predictor variables (training and sleep) and the dependent
variables (CMJ, DWB, and PRS). Results: There was no relationship between CMJ and training
(r = −.09; ±.06) or sleep (r = .01; ±.06). The DWB was correlated with sleep (r = .28; ±.05, small), but
not training (r = −.05; ±.06). The PRS was correlated with training (r = −.23; ±.05, small), but not sleep
(r = .12; ±.06). The DWB was sensitive to low sleep (d = −0.33; ±0.11) relative to moderate; PRS was sensitive
to high (d = −0.36; ±0.11) and low (d = 0.29; ±0.17) training relative to moderate. Conclusions: The PRS is a
simple tool to monitor the training response, but DWB may provide a greater understanding of the athlete’s
overall well-being. The CMJ was not associated with the training or sleep response in this population.
Keywords: adolescent, athlete monitoring, athletic training, physical performance, sport physiology
It is well established that in order to adapt to a
training stimulus, an optimal balance between training
stress and recovery is required (39). Failure to provide
appropriate periods of recovery between training
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sessions and within programs can lead to lowered training capacity (9,22) or increased incidence of injury,
illness, and overtraining (8,25,34). As a consequence
of these negative outcomes, it has become increasingly
common for coaches and sport scientists to monitor an
athlete’s response to training using various fatigue measures including well-being questionnaires and measures
of neuromuscular fatigue [eg, countermovement jumps
(CMJs)]. With an increasing professionalization of sport
at younger ages, these methods have recently been
applied within adolescent and collegiate/high school
youth sport athletes (7,29,37).
Subjective daily well-being questionnaires (DWBs)
have become increasingly prominent as a quick and easy
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method of understanding an athlete’s readiness to train
(12,42) and can incorporate questions surrounding an
athlete’s sleep, stress levels, mood, fatigue, appetite, and
muscle soreness (10,24,29,47). There is a large body of
research demonstrating the change in well-being questionnaires over the course of a preseason or full-season
period (7,24,29). For example, perceptions of well-being
have been shown to fall by at least 1 z score the day after
a rugby league or American football match, but do not
recover to baseline levels for at least 4 days after the
match (7,24). Furthermore, research has shown that a
drop in perceptions of well-being can lead to reductions
in external training load output in elite adult soccer and
Aussie rules players (9,22). However, although this
research is valuable, it fails to quantify the association
between training load and well-being in adolescent
athletes. This information is particularly valuable in
youth sport settings when considering the unique set
of academic, social, and maturational circumstances they
must circumnavigate and the impact these may have on
their well-being alongside their sporting endeavors (28).
Alongside perceptions of well-being, it may be
useful to collect measures objectively or subjectively
evaluating an athlete’s fatigue and recovery status.
Consequently, alternative monitoring methods [eg, the
perceived recovery status scale (PRS) (16) or CMJ]
should be considered. The PRS is a 0–10 scale, where
athletes are asked to rate their recovery using descriptors
anchored to numerical values similar to the Borg’s
category-ratio-10 scale (6). It has shown good sensitivity
to both aerobic and resistance exercise in laboratorybased protocols (19,45), but no study exists within an
applied sport setting. It is important that this environment is considered, so its association with uncontrolled
training loads can be conﬁrmed. The CMJ, a surrogate
measure of neuromuscular fatigue, has received signiﬁcant support within the literature as a fatigue measure
(24,37,40,47). However, although recent studies have
demonstrated its association with training load in elite
adult soccer players on both a jump mat (47) and a force
plate (40), no relationship was found when it was tested
in elite youth soccer players, possibly due to the basic
statistical methods used (21). Despite conﬂicting ﬁndings between the studies, it is work in professional soccer
using a force plate (40), which provides the most practically interesting ﬁndings. This work compared high,
medium, and low training loads showing expected
changes in CMJ metrics over the following 90 hours.
As would be expected, medium and high loads exhibited
greater changes than low loads, showing the association
between training loads and CMJ, and a replication of this
more advanced statistical analysis could be beneﬁcial to
show the relationship between differing levels of training load and CMJ, PRS, and DWB in a youth athlete
cohort.
In addition to training load, sleep has previously
shown relationships with changes in mood, and injury
and illness risk, as well as being implicated with the
overtraining syndrome (3,25,26,30). Previous studies

have eschewed the use of self-reported sleep duration
as a predictor of outcome measures due to its lack of
validity compared with actigraphy (11,18), instead
using a measure of sleep quality within individuals’
well-being questionnaires (1,10,37,47). However, the
validity of subjective sleep quality measures has also
been questioned when compared with objective measures (17). Furthermore, as some individuals complain
of poor sleep quality when their objective sleep measures are normal, and others indicate they have had
good quality sleep when their objective sleep measures
suggest otherwise (17), it is arguable that the individual’s perceptions of sleep, in terms of duration and
quality, may be more important than the objective
measure itself. Isolating the impact of sleep as a sleep
quality subscale also ensures it is difﬁcult to identify
whether the training load itself or the circumstances
arising from the prescribed training load (eg, early/late
training times and travel time to/from training sessions
affecting sleep habits) result in changes in perceptions
of sleep quality and well-being. The inclusion of selfreported sleep duration in analyses could therefore add
to the understanding of factors affecting different wellbeing measures, particularly as some of these measures
already include sleep quality subscales, but no information relating to sleep duration.
In summary, there is currently limited research
considering the associations between daily well-being
and recovery measures (eg, DWB, PRS, and CMJ) and
training loads and sleep duration. Consequently, the
primary aim of this study was to assess the relationships
between changes in a DWB, the PRS scale, and the
CMJ and changes in training loads and self-reported
sleep duration in youth sport athletes. A secondary aim
of this study was to provide practically meaningful
information with regard to the associations between the
measures.

Methods
Participants
A total of 52 youth sport athletes aged 16–18 years [age:
17.3 (0.6) y; height: 173.0 (18.2) cm; body mass: 73.7
(12.6) kg] were recruited for this study from a local
independent school in the United Kingdom. The athletes
were part of the school’s sport scholarship program and
competed in basketball (n = 1), cricket (n = 5), football
(n = 10), hockey (n = 8), netball (n = 9), rugby (n = 17),
and swimming (n = 2). All athletes had previously competed at academy level or above and were now club/
school (n = 31), academy (n = 6), county/regional (n =
12), or international (n = 3) standard in their respective
sports. A total of 40 participants competed in sports
outside of school in addition to their academic sporting
commitments. Ethics approval was granted by the Leeds
Beckett University Ethics Committee, and written
informed consent was provided by all participants and
their parents prior to the study.
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Study Procedures
The study was conducted over a 7-week period in April
and May at the end of the UK school academic year.
From Monday to Thursday inclusive, participants completed an online Google Docs (Google Forms; Google,
Menlo Park, CA) questionnaire every morning prior to
their ﬁrst training session of the day. This included a
DWB related to sleep quality, fatigue, muscle soreness,
stress, and mood (22) totaled to a score out of 25, the
PRS (19), self-reported sleep duration (in hours), and 24hour training load recall.
The between-day reliability, as a coefﬁcient of
variation, and smallest worthwhile change of DWB
and PRS were calculated using 2 time points 7 days
apart. Each datum point was preceded by a day of rest
and was selected so that the difference in sleep duration
was as small as possible. The between-day reliability
was 11.7% for DWB and 8.5% for PRS. The smallest
worthwhile changes were 6.2% and 4.9% for DWB and
PRS, respectively. Participants rated each session for the
24-hour training load using the Borg’s category-ratio-10
scale (6), choosing the respective descriptor. The
descriptor was converted to the appropriate rating of
perceived exertion (RPE) number and multiplied by the
session duration (also provided by the participant) to
provide the session RPE, and the sum of all session RPEs
on a single day gave the daily training load. The
temporal robustness of the session RPE method has
previously been conﬁrmed over 24 hours (32,44).
Following completion of the questionnaire and a
short warm-up consisting of leg swings, lunges, squats,
and 2 practice CMJs, participants were asked to execute
3 maximal CMJs on 4 weekdays, each separated by
1 minute of rest consistent with previous protocols (38).
Participants began with their legs fully extended, their
feet at a self-selected width, and their hands on their hips.
They were instructed to squat down and jump as high as
they could in a ﬂuid, countermovement motion. The
depth of the countermovement was self-selected. Participants were instructed to keep their legs extended in
ﬂight and to land with their legs straight. Jump height
was measured in centimeters using the Optojump system
(Microgate, Bolzano, Italy). Participants were familiar
with the CMJ protocol, which has previously been
shown to have a typical error of 2.8% and smallest
worthwhile change of 3.9% in this population (43).
Due to the poor face validity of the CMJ test in a
swimming population (23), the swimmers (n = 2) did
not take part in this test.

Statistical Analyses
For statistical analysis, CMJ jump height underwent
natural log transformation to reduce bias as a result of
nonuniformity of error. Initially, partial correlations
were used to assess the linear relationship between
the well-being measures and training load and sleep
duration. Athlete, sport, week, weekday, training load,
and sleep duration were included in all correlations.
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Athlete and sport referred to the ID of the athlete and
the sport the athlete played. Week referred to the week of
the study (1–7), and weekday referred to the day of the
week (Monday–Thursday). A linear mixed model was
also performed to provide a practical interpretation of the
difference between the effects of training load and sleep
duration on well-being measures. Training loads and
sleep duration were separated into 3 groups according to
each athlete’s individual z scores for the day in question:
low (training load or sleep duration < −1z), moderate
(−1z < training load or sleep duration < 1z), and high
(training load or sleep duration > 1z). It was therefore
possible for an athlete to be classiﬁed as high training
load, but low sleep duration on 1 day, but moderate
training load and high sleep duration on another day, or
any combination of the 3 groupings. Training load, sleep
duration, sport, week, and weekday were added to the
model as ﬁxed effects; athlete was added as a random
effect. Pairwise comparisons showed the magnitude of
difference between the groups, with the moderate group
used as the reference for visualization purposes. Data
were analyzed using SAS University Edition (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC).
Results were analyzed for practical signiﬁcance
using magnitude-based inferences (16). The threshold
for a change to be considered practically important (the
smallest worthwhile change) was set as 0.2 × observed
between participant SD, based on Cohen’s d effect size
(ES) principle (15). Thresholds ES were set as follows:
0.2, small; 0.6, moderate; 1.2, large; and 2.0: very large.
Thresholds for correlations (r) were set as follows: 0.1,
small; 0.3, moderate; 0.5, large; 0.7, very large; and 0.9,
almost perfect. The probability that the magnitude of
change was greater than the smallest worthwhile change
was rated as follows: <0.5%, almost certainly not; 0.5%–
5%, very unlikely; 5%–25%, unlikely; 25%–75%, possibly; 75%–95%, likely; 95%–99.5%, very likely; and
>99.5%, almost certainly (16). All data are reported as
mean (SD). ES and correlations are reported as ES and
r; ±90% conﬁdence intervals, and the direction of the
association (positive or negative) is reported in the
article.

Results
Table 1 provides descriptive characteristics for the training load and sleep length zones.
Table 2 shows the partial correlations between the
well-being measures of DWB, PRS, CMJ, and training
load and sleep duration. It shows a small positive
correlation between DWB and sleep duration (r = .28;
±.05), and a small negative effect of training load on PRS
(r = −.23; ±.05). All other effects were trivial or did
not reach the predetermined threshold for meaningful
inference.
Figures 1 and 2 show pairwise comparisons for the
effect of differing quantities of training load and sleep
duration on DWB and PRS. The CMJ was not plotted in
this way due to its trivial relationship with training load
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics for Training
Load and Sleep Duration Groups as IV Based
on Individual z Scores
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Low
Moderate
High
(IV < −1z) (−1z < IV < 1z) (IV > 1z)
Training load, AU
n
minimum
maximum
median
interquartile
range
Sleep duration, h
n
minimum
maximum
median
interquartile
range

73
0
380
0
0

628
0
1235
180
300

124
300
2450
627.5
397.5

88
3
10
6
2

709
5
11
7
1

28
9
13
10
1

Figure 1 — Visual representation of pairwise comparisons for
the differing effect of high, moderate, and low training loads on
DWB and PRS. Data are presented as mean difference relative
to moderate training load ± 90% conﬁdence intervals. Shaded
area represents smallest worthwhile change. Asterisks and
hashtags denote likelihood that the difference in effect is
greater than the smallest worthwhile change: *likely and
**very likely for DWB; #likely and ##very likely for PRS.
DWB indicates daily well-being questionnaire; PRS, perceived
recovery status scale.

Abbreviation: IV, independent variables.

Table 2 Partial Correlation Coefficients,
Directions, Magnitudes, and Descriptors for the
Effect of Training Load and Sleep Length on
DWB, PRS, and CMJ
Correlation
coefficient Magnitude Descriptor
DWB
training load
sleep duration
PRS
training load
sleep duration
CMJ
training load
sleep duration

−.05 (± .06)
.01 (± .06)

Trivial
Trivial

Likely
Very likely

−.23 (± .05)
.12 (± .06)

Small
Small

Most likely
Possibly

−.09 (± .06)
.01 (± .06)

Trivial
Trivial

Possibly
Very likely

Figure 2 — Visual representation of pairwise comparisons for
the differing effect of high, moderate, and low sleep duration
on DWB and PRS. Data are presented as mean difference
relative to moderate sleep length ± 90% conﬁdence intervals.
Shaded area represents smallest worthwhile change. Asterisks
and hashtags denote likelihood that the difference in effect is
greater than the smallest worthwhile change: *very likely for
DWB; #likely for PRS. DWB indicates daily well-being
questionnaire; PRS, perceived recovery status scale.

Note. Data are presented as mean (±90% conﬁdence intervals).
Abbreviations: CMJ, countermovement jump; DWB, daily well-being
questionnaire; PRS, perceived recovery status scale.

and sleep duration (Table 2). DWB showed a negative
trend with training load, but as both differences were
trivial, this was not deemed practically meaningful. A
small positive effect of low training load on PRS is
shown (d = 0.29; ±0.17), along with a small negative
effect of high training load (d = −0.36; ±0.11) relative to
moderate. There was a small negative effect of low sleep
duration on DWB (d = −0.33; ±0.11), but the questionnaire was shown not associated with high sleep durations. The PRS showed no relationship or trend with
sleep duration.

Discussion
The aims of this study were to assess the relationships
between a DWB questionnaire, the PRS scale, and the
CMJ with the previous day’s training load and selfreported sleep duration and to provide practical information relating to these relationships in youth sport
athletes. The results indicated that there was no relationship between DWB and training loads, but DWB was
associated with low sleep duration, whereas PRS was
associated with high and low training loads but not sleep
duration. CMJ showed no relationship with training load
or sleep duration.
The key ﬁnding of this study is that DWB showed
no relationship with training load. These results conﬂict
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with research in elite adult team sport athletes indicating
that training load does affect DWB (1,10,47) but agree
with ﬁndings in adolescent athletes where training load
was not related to the recovery-stress balance as measured by the Recovery-Stress Questionnaire for Athletes
(13). It is possible that this is due to a difference in the
relative intensity of stressors between the 2 populations.
Adolescent athletes have a unique set of social, educational, and maturational circumstances to navigate (28),
which may be of greater relative importance to their
well-being than training for their sport alone. In addition
to these other stressors, the intensity of training at an
adolescent level is signiﬁcantly lower than at the elite
adult level (2,4,35,36). The results may indicate that
academic and social stresses are of greater importance to
adolescent athletes’ well-being than training load, but
more research is needed to conﬁrm the predictive qualities of these stressors on the youth athletes’ well-being.
The association of sleep duration, particularly low
levels of sleep, with DWB at the expense of training load
is unique to this study. Although it is well known that
sleep deprivation results in lower mood (30) and that
increased training loads are linked with reduced sleep
(41), no study has yet controlled for the effects of sleep
duration on DWB when assessing the impact of other
predictors. The average sleep duration of 7.3 hours
reported in this study falls below the National Sleep
Foundation’s recommendations of 8–10 hours per night
for adolescents (14). Given that these guidelines do not
account for the extra sleep required by youth athletes
relative to the average population (5), it is possible that
insufﬁcient sleep, and by extension recovery, is a greater
issue for youth athletes than the training load experienced. This, in combination with the academic and social
stressors inﬂuencing sleep duration (31), could explain
why DWB has a greater association with sleep than
training load.
Our results showed a small relationship between
PRS and training load, but no association with sleep
duration. This is the ﬁrst study to consider the PRS in a
practical setting and progresses the literature from
previous laboratory-based studies (19,45). The results
indicate that PRS is sensitive to the training loads
encountered by youth sport athletes, possibly because
it does not consider as many factors as DWB and solely
asks how recovered do you feel? Therefore, PRS may be
a simple method of monitoring the training load response
and prescribing training. Unlike the DWB with sleep
duration, the PRS shows an almost perfect linear relationship with training load as high and low training loads
fall outside the smallest worthwhile change of the moderate training load group (Figure 1). The lack of association between PRS and sleep duration could indicate that
the PRS is primarily affected by perceptions of physical
and mental fatigue rather than the mental disturbances
caused by changes in sleep duration (30) or the other
stressors associated with this age range (28). Consequently, the combination of DWB and PRS provides an
excellent starting point as a monitoring tool by which the
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effects of stressors on both physical and mental status
can be considered in this population. However, it should
be noted that only DWB and PRS were considered as
subjective questionnaires within this study, and other
questionnaires may prove similarly effective as monitoring tools.
Our ﬁnding that CMJ was not related to training
load conﬂicts with the literature showing training load to
result in a decrease in CMJ in elite adult athletes (40,47)
but agrees with that in elite youth soccer players (21). It
has previously been argued that adolescent athletes train
at a lower intensity than elite athletes (2,4,35,36), which
could result in lower neuromuscular fatigue and a
reduced need for a neuromuscular fatigue test such as
the CMJ. The agreement of our results with a previous
study in a similar cohort using the same equipment (21)
provides further evidence within the literature that training load (within the ranges presented in this study) does
not affect CMJ performance in this population. The lack
of association between CMJ and sleep duration contradicts previous literature suggesting that sleep deprivation
and extension can have positive and negative effects on
neuromuscular performance, respectively (20,46). However, given the training stimulus in this study may not
have been intense enough to reduce neuromuscular
function and the sleep durations exhibited in this study
were reasonably uniform in nature, it is unsurprising that
there was no difference in neuromuscular recovery
attributable to the duration of sleep experienced. Alternatively, the wide variability in the effect of training load
on CMJ (r = .09; ±.06) could be due to the inherent
variation in motivation shown between and within participants over the duration of this study, which may have
resulted in participants not always providing their best
effort. Regardless, our results indicate that CMJ is not
responsive to training load or sleep length in this
population.

Limitations
Although our results add to the literature, they are not
without their limitations. The primary limitation of the
study being that it took place on 4 weekdays, which
skews the distribution of sleep durations in favor of low
sleep as evidenced by the number of observations in the
low sleep group (n = 88) versus those in the high sleep
group (n = 22). Future studies should attempt to collect
data over all 7 weekdays so that a more complete
understanding can be obtained. In addition to this, the
use of self-reported sleep duration could be criticized.
Self-reported sleep durations can be overestimated by as
much as 1.5 hours (18), which should be considered if
they are to be used in practice. It should also be noted
that the use of sleep duration alone provides little
understanding relating to the quality of the sleep.
Although this measure was collected as part of DWB
in line with current research (24,47), future research may
wish to consider removing it from DWB and using it as a
predictive measure alongside sleep duration, given its
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known impact on well-being measures (33). From a
training load perspective, for the purposes of this study,
all training loads were grouped together to provide a
daily training load. It has previously been suggested that
there may be an additive effect of match stress (27), and
there are likely to be different responses to aerobic and
resistance exercise so a future study may wish to isolate
different types of training and assess their effect on wellbeing to enhance understanding in the area. Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, this study provides no understanding of the impact on competitive performance in
this population. Previous research has shown that a
decline in perceptions of well-being does impact on
training performance in elite athletes (9,22); however,
such an effect may not be present in youth athletes due to
their unique circumstances (28). Therefore, future
research should attempt to quantify whether there is a
relationship between perceptions of well-being and
competitive performance in youth athletes.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Conclusion
Altogether, our results provide support for the use of
both a DWB questionnaire and PRS scale when monitoring the youth athlete. The PRS showed a greater
association with training load than either DWB or
CMJ but only provides an understanding of how recovered the athlete feels. The DWB, on the other hand, was
not related to training load, but it appears to provide a
greater understanding of the athlete’s overall state of
well-being and is associated with low sleep durations.
Consequently, the use of both questionnaires provides an
understanding of the athlete’s readiness to train. Our
results do not recommend the use of CMJ as a monitoring strategy in this population. Future research should
conﬁrm the results of this study over a longer period of
time, including weekends, so that the effect of sleep
duration on both questionnaires can be fully elucidated.
Furthermore, research should consider how the predictors of training load and sleep duration interact with the
response measures of DWB and PRS in an attempt to
predict outcome measures of injury and illness incidence, and athletic development.
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